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Important information for families regarding the new CCS in July 2018: Jane is doing our Migration
on Monday and looking at training I think n the Wednesday. Kath will catch up at a later date.
Mother’s Day Street Stall:The Mother’s Day Street Stall is on Thursday 10th May from 9:00am to
2:00pm. Kylie Nicholson is co-ordinating this and would like families to ring her with offers of either
raffle items, cooking of cakes or slice and time on the day for the roster. It would be extra lovely if all
families could contribute in one way or another as it is often left to the same families and we need
to all support our great Centre. It is as usual many hands make light work and every little bit helps.
We thank you in anticipation for your support and the children appreciate the funds that can be
utilised in many ways at the Centre to enrich our Centre environment.

Term break: Last week of Preschool for term 1 is this week. We hope that all families have a nice
break but remember that LDC operates as usual on the Monday, Tuesday and Friday. Remember
that there are no school buses running over these weeks. Buses return on Tuesday 1st May as the
Monday is a student free day at BIG school.
Bowling Club excursion: We are looking at having lunch at the TBC on Friday 20th April 2018. We
would like to celebrate Chloe’s culture with her and we will have lunch out. Sunny and Keith are
offering lunch for $8 a head with 1 spring roll, 1 mini dim sim, fried rice and honey chicken. We will
get the club to do cold cordial for the children as well. A permission note will go home on Friday for
our group with further details.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You are encouraged to use this space to give us any feedback on things you feel you need to and let us know what you
think:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

